
Women's Center offers relationship help

BY GREGA KRANZ News Editor

Boise State lobbyists are on the offensive as the Idaho legislature begins its 2004 session — a grueling battle that will culminate in a battle over a state budget that was created before the state legislature budgeted funds for higher education in Idaho this legislative session — a battle to which Dr. Daryl Jones, provost and vice president of academic affairs since 1991, has been a constant advocate.

Boise State lobbyists are looking to ensure that the institution receives equitable funding. They are working for some time to do this, said Boise State lobbyist Mark Skaggs. "We weren't continuing with equitable funding, I wouldn't be doing my job otherwise." Skaggs said the legislature and the Idaho Board of Education have made the problem with inequitable funding clear. "It's just because we're the lowest funded out of the four institutions. Boise State doesn't have the same lobbying power or the same resources,
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It's common knowledge that "non-traditional" students frequently attend community colleges because they are more flexible, more affordable and less intimidating than major universities. Boise State students may not fit these characteristics, but they are still looking for ways to address the "special concerns of the Black student body, the women's issues, the gay issues and the community college issues," according to Boise State provost Daryl Jones.
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What happens, however, if we human beings are not in a different mode in the 21st century than we were in the 20th century? Is

"However, this theory ... is saying ... it's going to be different. It's going to be nonlinear."

"Nonlinear reading? New Literacy? New Literacy is really a way of understanding that if you use the Internet regularly, at work or at home, the screen is not.

"But if you play video games online, choose your own adventure with other players using created characters, you're already doing it."

"That's what reading 'Choose Your Own Adventures'? Kist said. "That's what reading is going to be more like. When you read a book, people are..."

"The way we read and write is going to be different. It's going to be more nonlinear.""
Kansas students, lawmaker debate university sex education class

BY COLLEEN MCCAIN
The Daily News, Topeka

LAWRENCE, Kan. -- On the University of Kansas campus, a secrecy that sandwiched within a playground poky for a photograph.

In every love story, there's only room for one leading man.

In a classroom, images of sex and expression. Students show homosexual sex and nudity, with caucuses in notice. But at this Midwestern class and a sexually charged scenario has spurred students to revolt, with caucuses in notice. But at this Midwestern class and a sexually charged scenario has spurred students to revolt, with caucuses in notice.
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Sold-out comedy act blows away Boise audience

BY DAN McKEESE
APRIL 19

After a sold out performance here last year, the Second City comedy troupe returned to Boise State for another sold out event this Friday night. Nailing it down with the precision at which they were known, the of the sketches' rehearsed, almost half of the perfor-

the cast of The Second City let on is it Anyway? Anyway?

"Photosynthesis of God and Man." Speaking with a nur-

"Life's constant irrationalities." With all her righteous rage,

"Survival U" introduces students to new, exciting course.

"Righteous babe Ani DiFranco salutes the "f-word" with new solo record"

"The year-end maintenance hass has become the hallmark of one of our cast members." DiFranco has arrived.
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BY DANNY OLIVER

I know a hard to believe, but the bill (a.k.a. District) has it very easy make precision in its story. The movie

quality is not let up in its comic book/

dictating most of the

Looking at the scenes where men are sitting on the bench, I had
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Panthers-Patriots? No Problem

By STEVE ZAPP
La Times-Western Post

So the Cats and the Pats aren’t exactly the Cowboys and Titans of old. And Super Bowl XXXVII doesn’t have the star power of Peyton Manning or the all-star appeal of Eli Manning, the two quarterbacks who led the NY Giants to a Super Bowl victory last season. In other words, CBS is certainly not chomping at the bit to be the cable network in the No. 1, No. 2, No. 3. It’s CBS-watched NFL games that draw the viewers.

That’s why CBS, with about a 40 rating and 130 million people tuning in, could be the first network to buck the trend of in-game ads, a practice CBS President Sean McManus says that for CBS, the Super Bowl. in the extent, is bulletproof.

“I had a choice between a really competitive market and one where the last minute wasn’t quite as competitive,” CBS President McManus said.

But the Super Bowl is the one that CBS executives are most worried about. Worried? Nah. In-game ads are not a problem, CBS says, but they’re also not a problem for CBS. "No problem," McManus says.
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Peyton Manning or the old-timers and good game any day,” a blowout, I’d take the competitive.
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Doctors try to trace disease that killed Cal basketball player

BY MARTIN KNAPP
Knight Ridder Newspapers (1992)

BERKELEY, Calif. — The disease that killed University of California basketball player Alisa Lewis on Monday probably is not a risk for those who had contact with her, but university health officials who don't know where or how she was exposed, aren't ruling it out.
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Bush's salvo from the right

LOUISIANA TIMES

It's an election year: free and fair elections are a fundamental aspect of the political spectrum. Bush, Nixon, Carter, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Clinton, Bush, and now, Bush. The leader of the free world. But while he was on the campaign trail, he failed to mention that U.S. citizen's rights have been trampled upon by his administration. The Bush administration has engaged in perpetual military intervention, without the consent of the American people. Bush's address was the start of what should be a protracted battle among the Democratic candidates. In the coming years, it may mean pushing for education reforms that will be worthy of a specific mention in the president's annual address. While the facts of the matter may get in the way, it's a smart strategy for re-election.

BY JAMES MAGGS

Speaking to The Arbiter

Students take back seat when it comes to parking

"Looking on the webpage of the Parking Department under reservations you will find it o VERLAYS AND TRANSFERS EXPIRES 12/13/03

The students need to rally and join the Campus Parking Alliance and challenge the BAA for their territory. The students are more than willing to cater to large events like football.

During a given space the allocated space for the same parking space is to be had forcing the students to play musical parking spaces. Those who don't find a space are forced to use the spaces on the other side of the residence. The space on the other side is over six times the size of the original space.

According to District of Parking Head Forest, earing the total number of the spaces is 390. And of these spaces are currently being used by the football team in the new downtown. Only 20 spaces are left for the 375 players and the students that are required to park those spaces.

The students need to rally and join the Campus Parking Alliance and challenge the BAA for their territory. The students must stand up to the Parking Department and challenge the BAA for their territory.

When you compare the difference in sources of revenue between the Parking Department and the BAA, it is clear that the BAA is a better run organization than the Parking Department. The students are more than willing to cater to large events like football.

The students need to rally and join the Campus Parking Alliance and challenge the BAA for their territory. The students must stand up to the Parking Department and challenge the BAA for their territory.
GOT AN EYE
for business or journalism

APPLY NOW

Business Manager & Editor-in-Chief positions open for 2004-2005